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Abstract: Our work deals with numerical and analytical
calculations of conduction in disperse systems such as cell
suspensions. We considered how cell density and
organisation impact current density due to external electric

field. Cells were modelled as non-conductive

spheres.

Using finite-elements method ffictive conductivity of cell
suspension was calculated for dffirent cell volume
fractions. Furthermore this results were compared with
dffirent analytical expressions for effective conductivity of

The results of finite-elements
calculations show good agreement with analytical formulae
of Rayleigh and Maxwell.

dispersed systems.
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INTRODUCTION
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What is the effective response of an inhomogeneous
medium to an external electrical field is by no means a

trivial question. Two distinct approaches are used to
determine the field strength, current densify, or electric
potential distribution

in

heterogeneous medium, the

analytical and the numerical one.

Different effective medium theories propose different
equations to calculate effective bulk conductivity of
heterogeneous media

[-4].One of the most widely

used is

Maxwell - Wagner formula
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where/denotes volume fraction of particles and op, oo ård
o conductivities of dispersed particles, medium and
effective conductivity, respectively. Eq. (l) is adequate for
describing inhomogeneous medium where one medium is

dominant, whereas

in the symmetrical

case coherent

potential formula (Bocher) is more adequate:
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Figure 1: Dependence of effective conductivity of cell

is shown. Volume fraction was
o^,
and
oe
are
conductivities of membrane,
o;
f=0.5.
suspension on frequency

cytoplasm and external medium, respectively.

On Fig. I parameters were approximated with constant
values for low frequency range and taken from literature
[s]:
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oi- 0.3 S/m
cytoplasm
membrane
o,n: l0-7 S/m
membr. thickness d 5*10-e
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Ei:1.1*19-ro As/Vm

E^:4.4*10-llAs/Vm
cell radius R = 10-5 m.

When analytical solutions fail to give accurate results
dense suspensions or for complex geometries);
numerical modelling is more applicable and enables to
calculate results for particular problems. For this reason we
tried to compare analytical results to that of finite element

(for

modelling.

METHODS

These equations are valid only for dilute suspensions
(trO.1).For a special case of heterogeneous medium with

A finite element model of cell suspension was created
for the study. In the first part of study cells were organised

spherical particles arranged in simple-cubic lattice Rayleigh
calculated effective conductivity 12,31

into simple-cubic (sc) lattice. In the second part of the study
infinite sheets of cells were modelled.
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reason cells were modelled as non-conductive spheres,

in some way simplified numerical modelling,
especially when very small membrane thickness in

which

y'o^

comparison to cell radius is considered.

Tobias and Meredith obtained the same formula with
value of numerical factor being 0.523 instead of 1.65.
Eqs. (l-3) are valid also for AC problem if conductivity
is replaced with generalised conductivity

o*=o+jae.

Under normal condition membrane conductivity

many orders smaller then that of external medium. For this

(4)

Numerical calculations were performed by EMAS
(Ansoft program package) using finite elements method.
The current flow analysis solver was chosen. We calculated
current density distribution in an array of spheres aligned in
a simple-cubic array in homogenous external filed. Using

symmetry

of this particular geometry we performed
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of primitive cell, since all
currents on the symmetry planes parallel to applied
electrical field should be tangential (Fig. 2). Changing
calculations only on one eight

olos
1

paralel to E

sphere radius calculations were performed for different cell
,il6(NA)3. Program also
where
volume fraction

potential.

/ :

/

perpendicular to E

to calculate electric field distribution and
To calculate current flowing through plane

enabled us

perpendicular to electric field we integrated current density
over xy plane.

RESULTS

naR

d

Figure 4: Finite elements results obtained in case of cells
arranged in infinite sheet laying perpendicular and parallel
to electric field. Keeping fraction ratio constant distance d
between two sheets was increased.

Fig. 4 represents results obtained in case of cells
in infinite sheet. Keeping fraction ratio constant

arranged

we increased distance d between two sheets. As expected,
sheets of cells perpendicular to electric field reduces
effective conductivity whereas for the parallel sheets of
cells conductivity is increased.

Figure 2: Finite element solutions of current flow in

a

cubic box of a dimension A with one eight of sphere with
radius R. The contours of potential and arrows representing
current flow density are shown.
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Relative effective conductivity clo" of cell
suspension for different values of volume fraction f where

Figure

For cell suspension with volume fraction of 0.05 we
expect approximately l0% decrease in effective
conductivity in low frequency range. For suspension of
arranged cells analytical result of Maxwell-Wagner and
Rayleigh show good agreement for volume fraction less
then 0.5. Cell organising also changes effective
conductivity.
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3:

f :il6(NA)3. Lines

represent analytical solution and circles
numerical calculations.
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From Fig. 3 it can be seen that numerical results showed
best agreement with Rayleigh formula. Also Maxwell and
Tobias formula show good agreement, whereas Botcher
formula differs significantly from numerical results.
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